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weather
Warm today high in the mid
60"s. Showers likely
throughout the day continueing into the evening. Low
tonight 40.
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Student Court

Justices serve well
by Erin Esmoril
and Laurie Madden
Hard work, dedication and patience
are what it takes to be a member of
the University Student Court system.
"I believe they're here to serve the
students, and they serve them well,"
Derek Dickinson, director of Standards and Procedures said. "I think
these kids do an outstanding job,
especially since they are volunteering
their time."
The University Student Court system
is divided into two branches - the Student Arbitration Board and the Student Traffic Court.
SAB is a hearing board comprised of
University students. The court consists of defense counselors, prosecutors and justices. Members are
selected by the judicial selection committee which consists of four
members appointed by
Undergraduate Student Government,
and five members appointed by the
Student Court.
"We really want a variety of
students involved in the court,
because we represent the entire student body," Andrea Giampetro, chief
administrator said.
Giampetro is responsible for coordinating the entire court system. This
involves scheduling proceedings, explaining court procedures to the
defendant, and acting as liaison between student court and the Office of
Standards and Procedures.
Giampetro attends every hearing in
both Traffic Court and SAB.
"I like to be here if there's a pro-

blem, and you never know when one is
going to pop up." she said.
Being a member of the court provides experience even for those not
pursuing a law career.
•"It has helped me obtain skills I feel
are beneficial to me, like better communications skills," Andy Harrison, a
junior computer science major and
chief prosecutor for Traffic Court
said. "I don't even get nervous any
more when talking in front of a group
of people."
•
To be eligible for an executive position, students must have an interest in
the court, must be in good academic
standing and must complete a series
of interviews, Giampetro said.
"As far as I'm concerned, this is a
very good group," Dr. Bobby Arrowsmith, staff advisor said. "They
really brought the knowledge of the
court system with them."
Although it functions as a hearing
board and not as a trial, SAB follows
formalized procedures.
"We try to make it as formal a court
as possible, but since we do not have
the jurisdiction of a court of law, we
are an informal hearing," Mario
Bridges, SAB justice said.
Chief Justice Michael Gillihan
presides over and regulates all hearings.
"We pretty much work together as
justices," Gillihan said. "I may have
more experience in SAB but that
doesn't influence any of our
recommendations.
After the Student Arbitration Board
hears a case, recommendations are
nade to the Office of Standards and

Procedures regardingthe verdict and
possible sanctions. Thus, the final
decision rests with Derek Dickinson,
director of Standards and
Procedures.
"We put a lot of work and effort into
our recommendations, and students
are treated as fairly as possible,"
Gillihan said. "We work together to
make a recommentation we all can
feel comfortable with."
Students that have been through
court also feel comfortable with SAB
recommendations.
"I think it is a good court system
since students can relate - they have
experienced college life," Bill Miller,
junior business major said.
Miller, through SAB on two separate
occasions, has been found guilty and
not guilty.
David Rios, junior chemistry major,
also has gone through the court
system and was found guilty.
"I am glad we have the student
board, it is a pretty decent system,"
he said.
Even though their recommendations
can be overturned by Dickinson, the
members of the court feel their job is
important.
"We work really hard on cases
despite the fact that they can be overturned," Giampetro said.
Dickinson rarely overturns SAB
recommendations.
"They have a lot of power and I
listen to them," Dickinson said. "I
just don't veto, I listen to the court
and if the facts supporting the recommendations apply, I will go along with
it."

University men dismissed;
violated Ohio Revised Code
Eulior's Note: The following article University officials.
also admitted to knowing the incident
deals with a highly complicated and
Joseph Piacquadio. sophomore was being taped and broadcast into
sensitive issue at the University- radio, television and film major and the room next door, where at least 25
disciplinary actions. The News has Philip Cook, freshman accounting other people were present.
access to more information, however, major, were notified yesterday by letFour other students were disciplinmuch of it must be commented upon ter, of their suspension, by University ed in the same incident by the Office
by administrators and they have President Paul Olscamp.
of Standards and Procedures. Two
refused to discuss the issue.
The two were charged under Sec- freshmen, in whose room the sexual
tion 3345.24 of the Ohio Revised Code activity occurred, were given four
by Eva Parxiale
which states that the Board of years strict disciplinary probation.
and Mike Towle
Trustees has the right to maintain law Two other students were given writand order on campus.
ten warnings because the taping ocTwo students were dismissed incurred in their room.
BG News photc Liz Kelly
definately from the University
The charge involved an incident
The woman, who was a freshman at
Wednesday for "a behavior that with a 17-year-old University coed the University, was asked to
disturbs the good order and discipline whom Cook and Piacquadio admitted withdraw after she filed a complaint As Erin Seiberl pulls and her mother. Margaret pushes, the Seibert 's head home after an afternoon of play
of the University," according to to having sexual relations with. Both
see PROBATION page 3 at Ridge Street Elementary School. Little brother Peter, is just along for the ride.

CISG passes resolution on Union changes
by Doug TDIibridge
senior staff reporter
Undergraduate Student Government
is in opposition to the majority of the
changes being proposed for the Union.
A proposal was drafted by the
general assembly at their weekly
meeting Wednesday night.
The University's Advisory Committee on Academic Facilities Utilization
and Planning has proposed that, due
to the upcoming renovation of West
Hall, the Apple Microcomputer Lab

m

be moved to the Union Side Door; the students to meet on campus.
Interior Design Lab be moved to the USG recommends that a more inBrowsing Room; and the offices of the depth study be undertaken to reconUniversity Activities Organization be sider alternative classroom space
moved to the Cardinal Room.
such as Bromfield cafeteria ana the
Also, it was recommended that three Honors Center.
of the rooms on the Union's third floor The proposal also states that USG
be used as classrooms.
would approve re-location of the ApUSG is opposed to the changes for ple Lab in the Side Door but they
the following reasons: the Union was would prefer that the Interior Design
built and is maintaned by student Lab be placed in another area of the
fees; the Union is the main meeting Union other than the Browsing Room
Slace for students on campus; ana, or the Cardinal Room.
lere is no other adequate place for According to the proposal, USG is
ma

against the Union being used for
classroom space.
Further, USG is requesting a written
guarantee from the Administration
that the proposed changes not exceed
two years.
USG has also formulated a plan of
action to be completed by their next
meeting, Wednesday, November 17.
The plan consists of four steps:
notification of the Administration that
they are taking a stand on the issue,
contacting student groups in order to
field opinions, publicizing the issue

through pamphlets and other adver- appointments for student representising, and finally, conducting a tatives that were made by USG and
telephone survey of the general stu- the Graduate Student Senate."
dent body in order to obtain a
representative sample of student opi- According to Gallagher, the Faculty
nion to take before the Senate Charter provides that if a maAdministration.
jor decision is pending and no student
has yet been appointed to the
USG President Everett Gallagher decision-making committee, that the
said that the University had "acted, presidents of both USG and GSS be
perhaps unknowingly, without stu- notified.
dent opinion because the decision to
"Neither Karen Aldrich (GSS presiCropose these changes was made dent) nor myself were notified,"
efore Faculty Senate had approved Gallagher said.

Beyond the basics

Colleges provide skills
by Julie Thornton
copy editor

BC News photo Liz Kelly
Robin Short ond Kyle Spoores found ther e't more lo leaves then just raking them at they gothered the leaves in a pile and jumoed
in to ploy yesterday.

Aside from the basic skills required
for an academic major, administrators and professors say they
provide students with other learnings
and skills that are just as important.
According to Dr. Robert Patton, acting dean of the College of Business,
the college's "basic mission is to
prepare persons in business industries and management."
"Our goal is not to prepare them for
entry-level positions, he said, adding
that the education a student gets
prepares him in the long run for an
upper-middle position.
Patton said that he hopes the education is preparing students for a career
but that the college is not trying to
focus students into one spot.
"That spot may not be there in five
years," he said, adding that this is
why a business person's general
education is so important.
"Any student in this college has
some background in sciences, math,
English, social sciences, humanities,
as well as courses in business," he
said. "As a student thinks about
preparing for a career, one's concentration is not going to let them face
the changes in the field. If society and
technology changes, you're out of
luck.''

Patton added that a business person is
"many things."
"With a too narrowly focused
education, you won't be able to
adapt," he said. "Each individual student, as they think of the future, they
will in fact prepare for the long-term
future.
"There are few professions out
there that one can enter into and have
one set job," Patton said. "When
you're limiting it, you're really tying
it down, you're just doing harm.
Patton said that student's business
classes will also teach them critical
thinking, problem solving and
conceptualization.
"We're not a trade school," he said.
'We're not in the process of memorizing. We're talking of
conceptualization."

According to Dr. Leslie
Chamberlin, professor and chairperson of the College of Education,
students in the college are learning
skills needed to enter the classroom
and school system, how to deal with
the boys and girls and how to develop
meaningful experiences for the
students.
He added that a student is even
aware of all the trivia involved with
the school system such as hall duties.
Chamberlin said that a student's
professors are very important in the
college. He said that a professor helps

shape the attitudes that students take
into the classroom.
"Professors in the college have to
be what they say teachers in public
schools should be," adding thai they
must change, grow, develop and alter
themselves as the public schools
change.
"You don't find too many teachers
who are teaching exactly today as
they did 30 years ago," he said.
Patton said that if students have
Sirofessors who reflect what these proessors believe public school teachers
should be, students will be able to
enter into the public school system
with a better attitude.
Students in the College of Arts and
Sciences adapt well to changes that
arise in their career, according to Dr.
Kenneth Rothrock, acting assistant
dean and professor of sociology.
He said that an arts and science student's amount of general education
contributes to this.
"(They learn) effective communication skills, receive a broad
perspective of society, analysis and
creative thinking," he said.
Rothrock said that arts and science
students have uist as much chance of
moving up within an organization as
business majors.
"General education has
transferability," he said. "I think you
need it more than you need the
specifics.
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Olscamp violates
law by withholding
public information
A t the University Board of Trustees meeting in
" July, President PaulJ. Olscamp talked about
open-ing the lines of communication between
students and administrators.
A good thought, Dr. Olscamp, now it's time to
follow through on it.
Yesterday, two students received letters informing them that they would not be attending classes at
this University for an indefinite period of time, or
until the fall of 1986. Dr. Olscamp openly had his
secretary inform our reporters that he had "no comment," regarding his decision.
Opening the lines of communication means more
than reporting the high tides of an aciministration.
Dr. Olscamp is now the President of a university
that is known throughout the country for having an
outstanding School of Journalism. We are assuming
Dr. Olscamp knows this (the past administration
certainly did).
In pursuit of the story concerning the two
students, our reporters were repeatedly told by
University officials that the Privacy Act of 1974 protected the University from having to release information about the case.
That law is not applicable in this situation.
The act pertains only to "dissemination of personal information by federal agencies." The University is not a federal agency.
Furthermore, Section 1490.43 of the Ohio Revised
Code, written into law four years later than the
Privacy Act, maintains that "...the interest of the
public's "right to know" must be balanced against
an individual's right to personal privacy.
In consideration of the respective interests, doubt
should be resolved in favor of public disclosure of
"public records" to ensure the existence of an informed public.
The State Attorney General's office, in an informal opinion, told our reporters that once the case
was concluded, information about it was public
record, and must be provided.
Dr. Olscamp must believe he is above the law.
However, refusing to release the information is a
minor misdemeanor.
Dr. Olscamp certainly would not be the first person in an executive position to feel he was above the
law. Richard Nixon learned that lesson in 1974.
Several accusations have been raised by the
defendants as to the way their case was handled.
Can these be ignored?
Piacquadio and Cook believe they were "railroaded" through the University's judicial process. Is this
true?
The defendants' accusations may be totally
fallacious, but we have no way of knowing, since Dr.
Olscamp won't come out of his "Rose Garden."
Dr. Olscamp, it's time to clear the air. The
students at this university deserve to know what
went on in Anderson residence hall on October 8.
Why does the University refuse to tell them? By
answering "no comment, further doubt is cast on
the University's position regarding the incident,
and the investigation surounding it.
We are not accustomed to covering one side of a
story. We are sorry that we were forced to by the
policy of Dr. Olscamp's administration.
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Reagan set for hanging in 84
BOSTON - It was a rescue, a
disaster, a non-event. It was different.
It was more of the same. Looked at
one way, it was a rebuke to Reagan -

Comment
by Gary mils
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
well over twice the average loss in
House seats. Looked at another way,
it was a vindication — some
Reaganites won, even in the midst of
a depression.
Both sides won a moral victory,
which does them little good. Both suffered disappointments, which they
can shrug1 off. Those trying to fashion
"a lesson ' from the election concluded that the lesson is there's no lesson.

Concerning Thomas Sabloski's letter about the drive for Division I-A:
Perhaps If you had researched the
matter a bit further, the main reasons
for wanting to stay in Division I-A
would be clear to you: money and
recruitment.
By staying in Division I-A, BGSU's
athletic department will share in the
TV revenue that is shared equally
among Division I-A schools. A large
sum, to say the least.
The mere fact that BGSU can call
itself Division I-A can sway enough
potential recruits to BGSU to make
the difference for a winning season.
Classif icaiton in I-AA would be a permanent status drop.
Whether you like it or not, being in
Division I-A will benefit BGSU in the
long run. The money spent on extra
bleachers is inconsequential compared to the difference in money between being in I-A or I-AA. The
athletic department needs the money
to maintain a quality program for all
sports. Football helps make the
money for many other varsity sports.
If you are, as you Imply, a
freshman, Mr. Sabloski, you won't
remember the rock bottom attendance figures for BGSU football one
and two years ago. So whether it's due
to the promotional drive for I-A or the
winning ways of the team (I suspect
it's a little of both), it's been good to
see so many people crowding the
gates of Doyt Perry Field, even on the
cold Saturdays.
I supose most people do come to
BGSU because of its high educational
standards. But the well-rounded student DOES do other things, including
athletics. So if BGSU doesn't make
Division I-A, then all student athletes,
BGSU's athletic program, and. yes,
even the University's pocketbook, the
general fund, will suffer.
Finally, if 18,000 plus fans per week
believe we're in the same class as
those awesome "big" schools, then
maybe that's all that matters. Spirit,
not size, makes a school big.
Joseph P. Barrett
215 E. Poe Apt. (8
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small computer card that said "See
Interviewer" instead of my usual
paycheck.
I was told that my check had been
withheld as part of a plan to randomly
select a sampling of unfortunate
students who s checks would be
withheld as a means to get them into
the Bursar's office. Once inside the
plan was to remind them that housing
bills for next semester were sent the
previous week and should be paid by
November 15, two weeks later.
While sitting in line to see my interviewer I met another unfortunate student (of twelve) who also had been
held up. Later I learned that one girl
had been called to the office for a
legitamate reason. She owed the
University f 1.87 in back fees for this
semester.
I would like to thank Mr. Martini of
the office for treating me to such a
pleasant afternoon. If only he could
have given me his happy reminder,
my check and my wasted hour back I
might have been able to cash the
check and had money for the
weekend.
Rosaline M. Danko
1024 Off enhaoer East

CIAO advertisement
misrepresents contest
Student apathy is a major concern
in clubs and extracurricular activities
on the Bowling Green campus. Contests handled as poorly as the UAO
"Parent of the Year" Essay Contest
merely breeds this apathy.
The contest was advertised in the
BG News as having first, second and
third prizes and special recognition
for winning parents at the Bail State
football game. In reality, however,
only a first prize was given. Also, we
heard no recognition for the parents
at the game.
When I spoke to a person in the UAO

office on the telephone, they gave no
valid reason for only giving a first
prize. "The committee decided" were
the only words spoken in response to
my questions. WHO is the committee
and WHY did they decide? Why
advertise three prizes when the final
decision had not been made yet? This
is misleading and deceptive.
We, as two of the people who
entered the contest, feel cheated. The
issue is not only the false advertising.
It is also the fact that the winners
were not decided promptly. The UAO
first pushed back the deadline for entries. This, in turn, hurt the chances of
winning for people who turned in
essays in accordance with the first
deadline. Also, the winner was not
decided until two days before the
game. Courtesy would have warrented at least one week's notice to
winning entries and their parents.
With contests on campus like this,
why bother entering at all! If the UAO
wants student support for their programs and activities, and increase in
the degree of their professionalism is
needed. Disorganization and indecision was evident in the running of this
contest.
We will definitely hesitate before
putting forth any effort for UAO activities in the future and we urge them
to "get their stuff together."
Kelly Weainer
On Campus Mailbox 5713
Don Edwards
On Campos Mailbox 1398

Librarian stereotype
found invalid by reader
I am compelled to write in response
to the article by Suzy Maholchic entitled "Librarians Practice
Rudeness" which appeared in the
"Humor" Section of the November 2,

DOONESBURY

Trocy Collins
ivo tollO**

good. That is the message Theodore
White delivers every four years, in
organ tones from the old March of
Time movie shorts. But the genius of
American politics is for compromise,
for incluslveness within the baggy
and rather shapeless two big parties,
for marginal gains or losses, for incremental sideway maneuvers. As
far as our elections go, the real event
Is always a non-event.
Discontent with this reality makes
the liberals look for an occasional
"critical election" that will redeem
the system, make people (for once in
their lives at least) decide something
or other at the polls. It consoles them
that every major candidate for a
critical election in our past has taken
the nation to the left, until 1980. Then,
to the liberals' horror, the nation

Bursar reminds student
by withholding check
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Friday afternoon I was treated to a
truly wonderful surprise from the
Bursar's office. Yes, ladies and
gentlemen, I said the Bursar's office,
that wonderful bureaucracy that
takes it happily upon themselves to
misplace fee payments and withhold
checks.
I sat in the office for 40 minutes to
be lead into a small office to wait 10
minutes to find out why I was given a

seemed to jog to the right.
They need not have worried. Ronald
reagan's election was a normal one,
an expression of discontent with the
incumbent. Far fewer people wanted
the Gipper in than wanted the wimp to
go. Mickey Mouse could have won
against Carter in 1980-in fact, he did.
What 1982 "tells us" is that people
are not crazy about Reagan, but they
are not ready (yet) to wish he were
gone. That, too, is normal. The incumbent party suffers a setback in
the off-year, But the president-even
Carter, even Nixon, even Johnson-is
not decisively repudiated. In our
politics of margins, crumbs and increments, the president is given more
time. We give him more rope. HangIng day lslwo years off still.

Division I-A admirable goal

LETTERS.

THE BG MEWS
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Time magazine calls it a mandate for
moderation. The voters were enthusiastic for apathy. They turned out
in numbers greater than usual to tell
us less than usual.
A return to normal, then? The pendulum swinging back from the
ideological triumph of i960? One
might think so from the large loss of
first-term Republicans in the House almost a third of them lost. But this
way of phrasing the matter is bound
to mislead rather than enlighten. The
truth is that 1980 was not an
ideological victory. The truth is that
American elections are never
ideological.
This fact bothers those of the liberal
faith. They believe that great issues
should be debated before the people,
who will decide for the true and the
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1982 BG News. Not only was this piece
of not-so-creatlve writing humorless,
it also perpetuates the stereotype that
librarians are merciless, four-eyed
spinsters who enjoy shushing patrons
and collecting overdue fines from
"povertv stricken unemployed
students. On the contrary, librarians
are in the business to aid library users
in meeting their reference, research,
and resource needs. Importantly,
librarians serve as information
brokers for their constituency not as
bill collectors as Ms. Maholchic
makes them out to be.
Furthermore, it has to be pointed
out that academic libraries exist to
serve the entire university community. Books and materials circulate
among all patrons not just those who
are too inconvenienced to return borrowed material on time. A "23 cent
pamphlet" may provide valuable Information to more library patrons
than to the one student who has failed
to return it after the reasonable lending period has expired.
Indeed the library is the center of
the university, therefore, it is time
that the academic community begins
to view it as a beneficiary of
knowledge and learning rather than a
place where the student slinks off to
make inevitable restitution for an
overdue book. Likewise it is time to
rid the public of the stereotyped image of the librarian who is neither a
merciless fine collector nor a docile,
bespectacled female with her hair in a
bun. Rather, the librarian is an individual who is interested and
dedicated to the utilization and
dissemination of information for the
advancement of knowledge.
In conclusion, Ms. Maholchic please
be advised that good humor is to be
applauded and appreciated. On the
other hand, so-called humor that
depends on gross categorization of a
group of individuals as well as the institution they serve is simply not
funny.
Deb Biggs
312* Liberty St

by Garry Trudeau
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Professor questions cuts
be reduced another 32 or 3.4 billion in
1963. This year educational grants
were cut 13 percent, or 50 million, and
will be cut 27 percent more, or $912
million next year.

by Julie Thornton
copy editor

Education has been one of the
hardest hit areas in budget cuts since
President Reagan has been in office,
The large amounts of money involvaccording to Dr. Benjamin Muego. ed make It difficult to concieve proassociate professor of political blems in the federal budget, Muego
science.
said.
"It is difficult to conceptualize in
Muego presented a filmstrip and the millions, billions and trillion of
spoke on the topic, "Whose Budget Is dollars," he said.
It Anyway?" Tuesday. The event was
Muego said $5.1 billion in educasponsored by the Social Justice tional cuts could be almost restored
Committee.
by phasing out the $4.9 billion B-l
Muego said that education has be cut Bomber program which has been
20 percent this year and is expected to termed inefficient by experts.

Probation

Pell grants of $689 million could be economy, Muego said he does not
reinstated by not producing 18 F-15 think the economy will be in good
fighter planes, Muego said.
shape within two years.
Muego said defense should not be
"We have not seen the promised
obtained at the expense of "people
bonanza of investments which
programs."
A slow in the rate of increase in Reagan promised. For 11-12 million
military spending, not necessarily a Americans out of work, this promise
decrease in defense, is needed, Muego is hollow," he said.
It is generally agreed the
said.
Now is the most opportune time for unemployment rate will never be
a nuclear arms freeze, Muego said, reduced to zero, he said. Four or five
because both the U.S. and the percent would be considered full
U.S.S.R. have enough nuclear arms to employment.
Improved technology has decreasdestroy the world's cities seven times.
After a freeze, a reduction could ed the number of jobs available, he
follow, he added.
said. Robots do many jobs people usIn response to a question about the ed to do.

from p.flei

with the Office of Standards and Procedures, according to Dr. Donald
Ragusa, dean of students.
Dr. Allen Kepke, associate dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences, and
hearing officer during Cook and
Piacuadio's hearing on Nov. 4, had no

comment on the outcome of the case. ly charged by the University with hazOlscamp, who was not present at ing, Ragusa said.
the hearing, but who made the final
Under the Student Code, hazing is
decision concerning the case based
upon Kepke's recommendation, also defined as "any act, that injures,
degrades, disgraces or tends to inhad no comment.
Cook and Piacquadio were original- jure, frighten, degrade or disgrace
JmwwwwwwWww*ww
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$140 SKI WEEK

A new music nightclub in Toledo
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includes:

• 5 Nights Lodging
• 5 Breakfasts

MIDNIGHT MADNESS!

any person."
Cook, who was pledging the Phi
Delta Theta fraternity and Piacquadio, who was pledging the Pi Kape Alpha fraternity at the time main- fv_ «wntxttt\
in the incident was not fraternity- UY. IVlllcgO
see PROBATION page 4
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SPIN THE WHEEL

• Permanent Centers open
days, evenings and
weekends
• Low hourly cost Dedicated
lull lime stilt
• Complete TEST N TAPE*
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class lessons and supple
mentary materials.
• Classes taught by skilled
instructors.
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missed lessons
> Voluminous home study
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i Opportunity to transfer to
and continue study at any
of our over 105 centers

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

U.S. 23 North to
East 475 to
Secor

w

GRE PSYCH & BIO • MAT • PCAI • OCAT • VAT • TOEFL
MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • ND6 • RN BOS
SSAI • PSAT • SA1 ACHIEVEMENTS

from East~4

AT MIDNIGHT WE WILL
SPIN THE WHEEL EVERY
15 MINUTES!

from West 475
1-75 North
to West 475
Nov. 11 NRBQ
to Secor Rd
3414 Sylvania/47 5-4381

CACBABASSCTT VALLCV KlNGFIELD MAINK 04947

Jan. 2 - Jan. 6
For more Information Call 3530621

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SPANKY'S
GOOD TIME SALOON
most unique nite club in Toledo gives you the best with Jim Hebers sounds of music.
Tuesday thru Saturday 9:00 pm

DM

*
*

Tues.

Dims for Dances

DM.
Thurs.

*
*

Reek nite with WlOfj own Den Jardm
College I.D. nite

Specials all nite
FRI. ft SAT. Giart Wieel Specials

located in Old Towne in Seutiwyke MaN

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Bring Your Family
Together For
Christmas

$18.99

VA

to K off

Free Parking
look for sign

unadvertised
reductions
throughout store

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

Any large pizzo
with one or more items

Voted Best Pizza in B.C.
iCOUPON:

91 OFF
Any medium pizzo
with one or more items

•

im*

Cotton Panties
Bikinis-Briefs
buy two pair

3rd pair FREE

Sometimes, your family can't get together for
Christmas. Now, however, you can send your entire
family tree to your parents for Christmas. They'll be
thrilled with their engraved brass plaque showing
each family member and their birthstone. See us today to design your Family Tree for Christmas, they'll
love you for it.

order now for Christmas

VISA
MAC
welcome

Free Delivery

byONE COUPON PER PIZZA

'optN 4 p.m. GOOD THRU 11/30/82

352-5166

30 - 40 off

Vi price
Fall Skirts
selected styles

$2 OFF
352-5166

Fall Skirts-Blouses
selected styles
Fall Sweaters
selected styles

• l-IO'-lll'OHAbOtff Ol"' £»•'•«!
0-n M N V SUIt

do's,

FREE
Prarie Skirts
corduroy-wool blends
reg. $29.00-$32.00

TOLEDO OHIO
43606

Free Delivery
PJySSv^
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
nain A O m GOOD THRU "/30, 82

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

MONOGRAMMING
on sweaters purchased
this week only

I

KAPLAN

754 OFF
Any small pizza
with one or more items

PiVirtftJIrV*' Ffee De"vefy
PlT^fV^
COUPON PER PIZZA
*^(3P!N 4 P.m. GOOD THRU n/30/82

^ JEWEXRY>TORB
Mon & Fri until 8:00
Tues, Wed, Thurs, Sat until 5:30
125 N. Main Si

352-5166
353-6691

[SI

Voted Best Pizzo in B.C.
:COUPON«

Myles Dairy Queen
434 E. Wooster

Voted Best Pizza In B.C.
:COUPON:

m
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New law affects business at local saloons
by John Jere*
reporter
For over a month, new state laws
have forbidden the sale of beer to

Ohio's 18-year-olds. Familiar 3.2 perBut the most noticeable effect of the decrease in draft." he added.
cent beer shelves in local stores have new law may be found in local drinkMark Mazur, a Mark's bartender,
disappeared and "low beer" is on its ing establishments- Bowling Green
way to becoming an arcahic term.
bars are less crowded and owners sav said, "A lot of people think all beer is
so much better now since none of it's
busicoss is stable at best.
low. But almost all beer- on tap and in
Although bottled beer sales have bottles- has the same alcohol
gone up at Mark's Pizza Pub, 532 E. content."
Mazur added that he recently read
Wooster St., Manager John Tosciano
said draft beer consumption has drop- a press release from the Ohio Department of Liquor Contol which stated
ped significantly.
that almost all beer sold in Ohio has
"After the law went into effect, we an alcohol content of about four
lost the 18-year-olds- and that's a big percent.
section of the market.
A different change has occurred a
"But the increase in bottled beer few blocks away at Uptown, 162 N.
sales have pretty much offset the Main St. Owner Bob Annibale said

FALCONS
ARE
TITLE
BOUND

AS
<5?

sales are consistent with his preOctober figures, but estimates the
number of patrons has dropped 80
percent.
"Without the 18-year-olds, we're
just not as packed," he said.
"But.I really can't tell right now
since many freshmen don't really go
uptown much until spring. It's hard to
say how the new law is going to affect
us in the long run."
Sam Aral's Brathaus on E. Court
St., is perhaps hardest hit by the new
law. According to Aral, sales are
down 20 to 25 percent. Yet he admits
the economy also has contributed to
this decline.

"We anticipated a loss without the
18-year-olds, but let's fact it, no one is
spending money like before. It's a big
problem."
As a result of the drop in business,
Aral and his employees have removed the auxiliary bar in the rear corner
of the Brathaus. He has added more
seats and a pool table in Its place.
Araj added that his clientele
behaves no differently than when
18-year-olds were admitted.
''We haven't had many problems
with those that come here, but there
are going to be troublemakers from
time to time- there's not much you
can do to prevent that."

Probation
Q^attL 1jjtn to Bif4 LScAd 'Hunner
Saturday Nov. 20, the Social Justice Committee will Sponsor a
combination race, run-a-thon, and walk-a-thon to help alleviate the
plight of millions around the world. Starting time is at 1:00 at the
Union Oval- 5.5 miles.
ENTRY FEE -S3.00-PRIZES AWARDED TO TOP WINNERS
SPONSOR SHEETS AVAILABLE FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION CALL BRIAN at 2-5135 or STEVE 2-5238.

related.
' ■ ■ from p""e 3
When charged with hazing, Piacquadio and Cook requested their case
be heard by the Student Arbitration
Board, as Is their option under the
Student Code. Andrea Giampetro,
chief justice of the SAB, received the
case on Oct. 22 and said it was taken
out of her hands that same day.
"It was redirected by Dr.fDerek)
Dickinson, at the request of President
Olscamp," Giampetro said.
Dickinson, director of Standards
and Procedures, was not in his office

Wednesday afternoon and the News
was told he could not be reached for
comment until Friday.
According to Ragusa, the case was
redirected Decause, "...there was a
two week delay with the Student Arbitration Board and we have to provide a speedy adjudication of the
case."
In addition, "it involved a rather
substantial issue, one that effected
the good order of the University." '
Giampetro said she was not told
why the case was redirected. She did

say that the SAB always has a one to
two week backlog of cases.
"We always take at least a week to
gather the facts and investigate
before we hear a case." she added.
Cook and Piacquadio can appeal
Olscamp's decision bv submitting a
letter to the Board of Trustees.
However, both said they are not considering such an action right now.
"It's worthless...," Piacquadio
said, adding that he believes Olscamp
has a great deal of influence with the
Board of Trustees.
"It's all politics," Cook said.

HELP PEOPLE HELP THEMSELVES

MAC TITLE
CALIFORNIA BOWL
17,000 ATTENDANCE
DIVISION l-A STATUS
PRIDE IN YOUR SCHOOL
UNDEFEA TED HOME
SEASON
FALCONS vs. E. MICHIGAN
SATURDAY 1:30
DON'T MISS THIS GAME!

If you spend
more than
$
88 $
88

29

JTANDABD CLEAB GLASS
SINCLI VISION LINS li
- -400 TO -*K> CYL

49

November 11-13. 17-20

As a special attraction this year, there will be the addition of a mini orchestra, featuring (
f Tyrone Vernon, who has composed much of the music for the event.

u

p.

The Bowling Green State University

BOARD OF
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
is now accepting
applications for

• GAVEL EDITOR
• OBSIDIAN EDITOR
• BG NEWS EDITOR
and other editorial
positions available
effective Spring
Applications available
106 University Hall

Deadline: Fri., Nov. 12, 5 p.m.

MOM. TUB. • aa., ••.»* Mat aja* Ml. *» I» OOMO MO.« Ml.

ALL UAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

EDUCATION MAJORS
INCLUDING ALL HEARING
IMPAIRED,EMR, MSPR, AND
LBD MAJORS
PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH FALL
OR SPRING SEMESTER, 1983-84?
You are required to attend
a sign-up and information meeting:
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1982
ALUMNI ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION
MEETINGS AT:
8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 a.m.
1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 p.m.
ATTEND ONE MEETINGATTEND ONE MEETING...
ATTEND ONE MEETING..

^jaBiMb

—————— COUPON —————.

c
o

400 TO -100 CYL.

Naturaty you don'l buy ayagtaaaaa avary aaak. but arnan you can aura
130 S40 or UO on a Una* pa> ol giauai mart a lavm arortn a trip to
BURLINGTON OPTICAL
Ow lanaaa and kamaa coma from ma tama rapuubta manutacturari aa
ihoaa at ma man axpanawa optoana No rnattar how muoh you ipand.
you can't BUY batiar or mora proianmnai lining and aarvtca man oun
EYES EXAMINED BY OR KENNETH G BAKER. 0 0

PS llsa comedy

.

meuAng your croca ol ova« 1000 currant tram* tasnrona Tntad prajltc
ovarwa. out of ttocfc lanaaa. prcao high*

THE PRICES WE ADVERTISE
ARE THE PRICES YOU PAY

Of 372-2222
AtMt» 3.50 Bmwx Citrons 2 50
SluMntt 1 50

The purpose of this concert is not geared toward the B.G.S.U. students only, but to the entire'
I community and its surrounding areas. Because of the many problems that exist in today's socie-,
ty, we want (hose who come oul to hear the choir, to be encouraged to hold on and "DON'T'
[GIVE UP", which happens to be the theme of this year's concert.

STANDABD GLASS
BirOCALS

for quality
eyeglasses
you may need
more than your
eyes examined.

8 pm fcUn AtXMonwn
3 pm TUBriaW Novttibf 20
For rvMrvtflona c* 3722719

by Bernard Shaw

We the B.G.S.U. Gospel Choir are extending an open invitation to everyone to join,
\ us in praising the Lord through song on Sat. Nov. 13, 1982 in Kobacker Hall at 8 pm.
.Admission Is $1.00 in advance and $1.75 at the door.

*
*
*
*
*
*

When you put part of your tavings
into U.S. Savings Bonds you're
helping to build a brighter future
for your country and for yourwelf

N A.I OH
HAIUIAKA

('Greetings to you in the name of Jesus Christ,

THIS IS IT!

.stoc
in^merica.

o

MARK'S PIZZA
14" 1 - ITEM PIZZA - '5.00!
EAT IN - PICK UP ONLY
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EXP. 12/31/82
COUPON ——a

MARK'S PIZZA
14" 1 - ITEM PIZZA - *5.00f
EAT IN - PICK UP ONLY
EXP. 12/31/82
■COUPON

MARK'S PIZZA
14" 1 - ITEM PIZZA - '5.00!
EAT IN - PICK UP ONLY
■ ■■■|ii

EXP. 12/31/82
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ltrasound
and Sight

Story by Eva Pdrziale
photos by Dale Omori

In one hour people can be cured of blindness caused by cataracts due to ultrasound surgery. In one
day people can now go from almost total blindness
to near perfect eyesight.
Ruth McCoy, 75, lays on the
operating table, her body still, eyes
riveted to the ceiling. The only sign of
nervousness is the occasional twitch
of her left hand which holds the IV
needle and an erratic beep from an
otherwise steady heart monitor.
Darcy Fleitz, the scrub nurse, is
busy assembling the instruments Dr.
Norman Sacks, ophthalmologist, will
use in Riverside Hospital's Operating
Room C this morning. The procedure
is simple, one that Sacks has performed 58 times since January. But the
concept is unique; Riverside is only
one oi two hospitals in northwest Ohio
to offer the surgery. And the results
are astounding; Sacks hasn't had a
single complication.
At 9:30 a.m., Sacks hastily enters
the room and slips into his scrubs. He
is late for surgery and settles himself
into his chair while another nurse is
still tying his gown in the back.
"How ya' doing, Mrs. McCoy?"
Sacks asks.
Ruth flashes a look of apprehension; Sacks has kept her waiting for
an hour and a half and she's had time
to think about her impending surgery.
However, she had the same operation
just several weeks ago and its success
has kept her calm.
Sacks is still talking as he pulls the
microscope over Ruth's face. He
wants to check her eye before he
begins the cataract surgery using
ultrasound equipment. The procedure, which has been around since
1969 according to Sacks, is new to the
Toledo area. In fact, Riverside
Hospital was the first hospital in northwest Ohio to acquire the $50,000
phacoemulsion machine needed to
perform the operation. And Sacks is
only one of two doctors in the same
area trained in the procedure.
What is unique about the surgery,
Sacks explains, is that patients who
are almost blind from cataracts,
regain close-to-perfect vision after
the surgery. In addition, the surgery
is done on an out-patient basis which
allows the patient to go home about an
hour after the operation.
Ruth, who was 90 percent blind in
her right eye, had the surgery done
for the first time in October and now
sees beautifully in that eye, she says.
The cost of the operation was about
12500, but Sacks says the price varies
from patient to patient.

Before the surgery, her eyesight
was so poor Ruth, says she had to take
a pair of opera glasses to the theater.
'And at home I used field glasses
because it made it easier to see," she
adds.
She also couldn't read because of
the strain on her eyes. "The letters
looked like they were growing
together. There was no white space
between the lines," Ruth recalls.
But after the surgery, Ruth was
amazed at how sharp her vision was.
"I couldn't get over how clear
everything was, she recalls.
Three weeks later, Ruth is having
the same surgery on her left eye.
Sacks settles himself back in his
high-stooled swivel chair and places a
cloth over Ruth's entire face, exposing only her left eye. To keep the lid
open he attaches a metal retractor to
her eye and then, using a black
thread-like material, sews the lid
back.
Looking through the microscope ,
Sacks makes an incision around the
limbus of the eye and a thin line of
blood seeps out. Carey anticipates
this and has a liquid solution ready.
"It burns the bleeders," she explains as she squirts the clear fluid onto Ruth's lens. She then applies
another solution called BSS, to keep
the tye moist.
"What I'm doing now is making
cuts around the front of the lens.
Sacks says. "Just like a can opener."
Sacks makes a three millimeter incision along the tope of Ruth's
dialated pupil and takes the hose-like
probe from the phacoemulsion
machine. He slides one end into the
incision.
Darcy turns on the machine which
emits a startling sucking noise that
causes Ruth to jump and move her
head. The heart monitor picks up
Ruth's fright and the beeping
quickens.
"Ruth, I told you not to move,"
Sacks yells as he pulls the hose out of
her eye. "I don't like to put this thing
in and out when I'm doing this
surgery."
After a moment, the tension in the
room subsides. The monitor returns
to its even blipping and Sacks bends
back over the microscope's eyepiece.
Slipping the hose back into Ruth's
eye, Sacks says. "This cuts away,
chews up and sucks out the nucleus of

the lens."
The purpose of the ultrasound, he
adds, is to vibrate the tip of the probe
40,000 times per second so it can clear
the eye of unwanted particles like the
cataract.
The operation has been proceeding
for about 35 minutes and sweat is'
breaking through Sacks' face mask.
He's ready at this point to implant the
artifical lens into Ruth's eye.
"What do you want to be Ruth,
near-sighted or far-sighted?" Sacks
asks.
"What?" she wonders.
"Do you want glasses for reading or
do you want to be able to read without
them?"
"I don't know," Ruth responds.
"Get her chart, and we'l;l see what
lens to put in," Sacks tells Kim, his attending nurse.
When Kim returns with Ruth's
medical records, Sacks reads that a
23.50 lens intensity would be just
about right for her left eye.
fl6lsml400sll00 Darcy opens the
lens package at the same time Sacks
opens the incision in Ruth's eye. He
ces the plexi-glass lens on the tip of
ie probe and slides it into her eye,
keeping the back layer of the eye
intact.
When Sacks pulls the probe out, a
minute mass of black fluid oozes from
Ruth's eye.
"That's nothing to be alarmed
about," Sacks reassures Ruth. "It's
just part of the iris."
"It's not unusual," he adds as he
pushes the flowing mass back into her
eye.
All that is left of the procedure is to
close the incision, which Sacks does
with a continous suture of nonabsorbent nylon thread. When finished, Sacks injects cortezone into
Ruth's eye and removes the metal
retractor which kept her lid open during the surgery.
In a little over one hour, Dr. Norman Sacks has been able to give Ruth
McCoy something she has been
waiting for for three years- almost
perfect vision. Ruth may also get
something else she has been waitin
for since she discovered she was
developing cataracts- a chance to
drive again.
"I don't know at my age if I want
another car." she admits. "But if I do,
it'll be an old one."
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(top)The cataract is removed by a small vacume hose. Then a new lens is inserted into the eye through
the same incision.(above right)Rulh McCoy awaits surgery in the operating room. She is lying
beneath the surgical Dr. Sacks will use to perform the operation.(above left)Before the operation the
pupil of the eye is clouded by cataracts, rendering the patient almost blind. After surgery the pupil of
the eye is clear. (above/Dr. Sacks along with his surgical assistant Darcy Fleitz work on the eye of
Ruth McCoy.
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THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT
STUDENTS WITH CURRENT
VALIDATIONS OWtY 11.00

THIRD WEEK!

Th. ,-irf»
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no on* ( m*a horn* V||^V

HAiMfftiNM m
SEASON OF
THE WITCH

W

n

AT 7 30 t 8 16

[ALL SEATS ANYTIME

The Greatest Chafcnge
AT 7:30 A 0:30

EH

DL B.Q.5.U QoipJCkou
Starts tomorrow! It's a great weekend to shop and save! Savings throughout
the store on fashions for your entire family! Start shopping for Christmas, too!

J-'relenUi
1982 Datt Concert entitle J
aUon t (-five

sale 5109
A. Quilted stadium coat. Ong
140.00. Short quilted |acket ot cotton/
polyester poplin with down/leather fill
Off-white, chianti, amethyst. P-S-M-L.
Coats (D158) all Macy's

Ljp

JCoULe, JJatf-Veu, nUe BtJa.
Sal., fkv.13, 1982
8,00pm
7./miuiV»n: $1.00 in advanie
SI.75 at th Jo,

scile$49
B. Misses stadium Jacket. Reg
85 00. Roomy enough to pull over
sweaters and blazers! Beige cotton/
polyester poplin lined with plaid wool
Sizes S-M-L.
Misses Coals (055/70(169) Oownlown.
North Towne. Weslgale. Woodville

sale s69-79
C. Rabbit wraps for Juniors.
Specal purchase Genuine rabbit in
everything from short wraps to
basball jacket styles. Light and dark
colors. 5-13.
Junior Coals (D119) all Macy's.

DONT MISS THE
BIGGEST
FOOTBALL
GAME
OF THE YEAR
... •

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
is proud to announce their

sale$49
D. Junior stadium jacket. Reg
70.00 Choose yours in light or dark
shades including burgundy, gray and
blue 5-13 Others, reg. $70-$90.
sale $49463
Junior Coals (D119) all Macy's

New Actives
ERIC ELLIS
MARK WILLIS

CONGRATULATIONS!
_

s

25% off

20%-25% off

sale 15

Furbtend sweaters.
Boatneck with 3/4 sleeve or
long-sleeved turtleneck
Lambswool/rabbit/nylon Offwhite, grey, purple, pink,
blue, red or black S-M-L
Reg $30, sale $22
Menswear flannels.
Double or triple pleated and
belled styles in solids,
sinpes, patterns Smart
Parts, Happy Legs, more
1-11 petite, 3-13 average
Reg $30-$39. 22.50-29.25

Sweaters sport their
stripes! Boatneck, crewneck, V-neck or buttonshoulder Wool, acrylic/wool
or cotton S-M-L Reg
$30 $36. sale 22.50-27.00
Gloria Vanderbilt jeans.
100% cotton indigo with
5-pockel design. Sizes
4-16. Reg S35-J38.
sale 28.00-30.40
Young Collector (D667/662)
all Macy's Black denim /eans not
available Downtown

Designer Originals
cashmere-like sweaters
with bonus monograms.
Reg 20.00. Made from
Orion* acrylic Luxeton, but
you'd swear it was cashmere! Choose mock turtle
with zip back or cowl neck
styles in off-white, grey,
raspberry, taupe, navy,
fuchsia, peacock or black
Sizes 34-40
Westport Sweaters (D188) all

1/3 off

40%-50% off

sales12

Velvet blazers by Personal. Choose Irom two
styles1 A classic, two-button
blazer or a tuxedo onebutton style. Both in 100%
cotton velvet Black, wine,
teal and vicuna 8-18 Reg
$95, sale 62.99
Moderate Separates (D85) all
Macy's Selection vanes by slore

Save 40% on 14K pierced earrings, save 50% on I
14K bracelets and chains. |
Earring examples:
A. 5mm pearl Reg $33.
sale 19.80
B. Pearl with diamond, Reg,
$59. sale 35.40
C. Love knot with pearl.
Reg. $68. safe 40.80
D Hoop with pearl. Reg.
$30, sale $18
Precious Jewelry (D629)
all Macy's.

Warm sportshirts. Reg
16.00. Cotton flannel fall
plaids in blue, brown,
burgundy, green, rust and
more! Full cut, with pocket.
Arrow, Van Heusen. Macy's
Men's Store included
S-M-L-XL.

Juniors (0605/635) all Macy's

Macy's Monogram style varies
with sweater style

(419)382-6773
Thurs.,Nov. 11, 7-11 p.m.
Parrot and Peacock,BG
NO DISCLOSURE OF IDENTITIES
UNLESS YOU BOTH AGREE

ENJOY-

0ld St ,e Draft

Y
Vodka and Cranberry Juice
Special

Brathaus
Thursday!
BEAT THE HOUR
2i ends

Men's Shins (D39) all Macy's
Styles vary by store

FRIDAY AFTERNOON
HAPPY HOURS 3-9

25% off

25%-40% off

25%-33% off

All men's vekxir shirts.
Our very fine selection ol
plushest polyester/cotton
velours Pick from ripe colors like wine, navy, camel,
coal black and more Styles
include V-necks, crewnecks,
collars, button-fronts Solids
and patterns. S-M-L-XL
Reg $22-$35. 16.50-26.25

Entire stock boys'
sweaters. Stripes, solids,
lacquards. Sizes 8.20. Orig.
$12 $36. now 8.50-27.00
25% off entire stock
boys' 8-20 dress slacks.
Tn-blends. twills, and corduroys. Reg 17.50-S21,
sale 13.13-15.75
Shown. Farah tri-btend
slacks. Reg $18.13.5C
Boys Sweaters (D74). Boys
Slacks (058) ali Macy's Colors

Girts' coats. Styles selected
for ths sale include coats
and jackets, parkas and ski
jackets1 There are zip-off
sleeves, reversictes, sherpalined and more. And you'll
find lots of base and bright
colors, too Sizes 4-14. Orig.
$32-$89. sate $24-57.85
Girls Coats (D186) all Macy's

Men s Sport Shirts (027) all
Macy's

DATE MATE

Color/Sound Video Dating Service

FM104
WIOT

BODY CONTEST
at

Mr. BOJANGLES
THURSDAY,

vary by slore

NOVEMBER 11

macys

Prizes

$104.00 awarded to
BEST MALE BODY
BEST FEMALE BODY
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SPORTS
Ridgway story ends another year
by Tom Hisek
sports reporter
It first appeared as an insignificant
story tucked away in the Aug.28,1980
edition of The BG News.
The story told of two freshmen soccer players recruited by Bowling
Green coach Gary Palmisano to fill
the void left by BG's Dennis Mepham
who had been drafted by three professional soccer teams. In his four years
of collegiate play, Mepham had set
the career record tor most points by a
Falcon player.
David Ward, from Barbados, was
one of those recruits, but he is still not
a member of the Falcon squad
because of academic technicalities
which have kept him in his home
country.
But the other player, Neil Ridgway,
came to Bowling Green from his
native England, and this afternoon he
will be out to break to Falcon scoring
records.
In only his third year of action,

tine
WEEKEND

Ridgway is only one point shy of a back-up to BG's Dieter Wimmer. an dictate a lot of the play by controlling
Mepham's BG record of 65 career All-Mideast selection at the midfield the tempo of the game. But I really
points. He is also one point away from position.
enjoy the position because it gives me
tying his own mark for most points in
"My freshman year was a great time with ball."
Palmisano said Ridgway's success
a season which he set last year, when learning experience, playing as a
back-up to Dieter (wimmer)," can be traced to his background.
he recorded 29 points.
His opportunity will come this after- Ridgway said. "But I never realized I Ridgway's grandfather managed an
noon when the Falcons meet would score 12 goals the next season." amateur soccer club in England,
This season, Ridgway was elected while his father is still coaching youth
nationally-ranked Evansville at 2
as team co-captain by his Falcon teams in Toronto, where Ridgway
p.m. at Mickey Cochrane Field.
"I'd love to get the goal tomorrow," teammates. He has responded by now lives.
"Neil is consistent technically on
Ridgway said. "It would make me scoring nine goals and notching 10
happy and my dad happy. The goal assists, causing him to be frequently the field," Palmisano said. "He is the
total center midfielder - offensively
means a lot to me to be able to break double-teamed by opposing players.
"I didn't change my game when I by distributing the ball, and defentwo records."
It's on my mind, but the pressure is was double-teamed." Ridgway said. sively as well.
"when I first saw Neil he didn't
on me to do it; nobody else on the "It just gave me a chance to get more
team has really mentioned anything assists when my space was cut down. have the physical attributes. Since he
about it. But it all comes down to me "I was happy to see Mark Jackson has been on campus he has increased
just putting the ball in the back of the and Mladen Medancic finally get the his technical skills, but he has also
scoring outputs they are capable of." come along physically."
net.
After next year, Ridgway will be
Ridgway has been responsible for
Ridgway came to Bowling Green on directing BG's offense from his mid- looking forward to being drafted. It is
the urging of his older brother, David, field spot; a position in which his a thought which could become a realiwho was a record-setting placekicker team-oriented style of play is a great ty, considering Ridgway's accomplishments in his three years of
advantage.
at the University of Toledo.
But Ridgway played only sparingly "I'm sort of like a general on the play.
"With the last two seasons my
his freshman year, serving mainly as field," Ridgway said with a laugh. "I
chances have increased tremendously. But I would wait for the outdoor
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
draft, even if I was drafted by the inHM! IIJ IIUI'IHII 1,1141:111] door league," Ridgway said.
HUIll I IILIIIUI* I1MU..I "I feel Iin more suited to the outdoor
iiuiiiJiuiM i4 mum i game because I like to spray the ball
around and set up long passes. But if
mil ii i uui tn
the chance came up, I would play
indoors."

OF CHAMPIONS!

r.ini4M ur.i: H4ii inn;ii4
i mum* i mi mi i [-11414
Illllllll H'.llirill'l
MI IUII iinfill
Ul Illllllll IMIIHIIII'1
llll HiJi:il4l,lMIII4 Ul.ll'l.i

The season hasn't come down to one
last game for Ridgway, instead it
should be looked upon as one more opportunity. Because it takes only a
Snick look at a stats sheet to show that
idgway has made the most of them.

BC News photos/Jerry Cattaneo

Neil Ridgway

Bannister top free agent choice
Friday vs. Ohio State

Saturday vs. E. Michigan

NEW YORK (AP)-Floyd
Bannister, the former
Seattle Mariners pitcher,
was the top draw yesterday in this year's free
agent sweepstakes as
baseball executives opted
for pitching over hitting in
the 1982 reentry draft.
Bannister and relief pitcher Terry Forster of the
Los Angeles Dodgers each
were picked by 16 teams.
Bob Shirley, a Cincinnati
Reds lefthander, was
chosen by 12 teams, and

FOLLOW THE FALCONS
.

southpaw Bob McClure of
Milwaukee had 11 takers.
"We'd love to have Bannister," said General
Manager Paul Owens of
the Philadelphia Phillies,
one of the ten teams that
took the American League
strikeout king in the first
round. "He's the type of
eitcher we'd love to have
ehind Steve Carlton."
Owens said Bannister's
agent, Tom Reich, had told
nun Bannister has narrowed the field to five or six

teams, "and we're one of
them." Owens did not list
the other teams being considered by Bannister.
The 27 year old Bannister,
12-13 with 209 strikeouts In
1982, was one of three A
ranked free agents whose
former team must be compensated with one amateur
draft choice and a professional player from a pool
created for the draft. The
other two were outfielders
Steve Kemp of the Chicago
White Sox and John

Lowenstien of the
Baltimore Orioles.
Kemp, who hit .286 with 19
homers and 98 RBI, was
chosen by eight teams, and
Lowenstein, a .320 hitter
with 24 homers and 66 RBI,
was picked by just six
teams. Kemp's agent, Dick
Moss, said Kemp was leaning toward Philadelphia,
"but he's got an open
mind."
The ratings were based on
statistics compiled during

the previous two years.
"A" players are rated in
the top 20 percent at their
position in their league.
Two of the top unranked
players in the draft, first
baseman Steve Garvey of
the Dodgers and
designated hitter Don
Baylor of California, both
33, drew a modicum of interest. Garvey, a 13-year
veteran, was chosen by
nine teams, and Baylor, a
graduate of the free agent
class of 1976, by six.

"NEW"

Dixie Electric Co

College Nite
Every Thursday

Everyone
Admitted

FREE

■«r

fflf

Dixir Electric Co.

But Bring Youi
College I.D.
For Surprises

An EMtfltHWntnl Llili'v
Hun vi>urM'U in jt (he Dine
tyttt

Doors Open
8:30
874-2253

T7

Prerequisite for
Canadian Majors.

1I-IM2

Admit One

this-that-and the other thing"

THURSDAYS
at
Pagliai's
440 E. Court

EA5T

352-1596

Sampler Special

only $4.25

re

9-

5pm-9pm
$6.00
ImeatshelMcheese shell*
wedge lasagna covered with
spaghetti sauce • 5 pieces of garlic bread
„ «.

(NO DELIVERY)

M

^

Molson Golden.That's Canadian
The finest beer brewed and bottled m Cvuda Imported by MarllM Importing Co.. Inc. . Gte«l Neck. N.Y. C I982.

8 BG Neva/November 11, 1982
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CLASSIFIEDS
Cloii.it.ed rait or* 40c per line »1.2© minimum. KXO TYW 50c Mlitro per
Od App'o*imol«ty 25 to 30 ipotei pe>f line
CAMtHJt/CITV IVINTS lutings for non-prolit. publk MTVttM ■ClrWWtl will be
inserted OHC1 (or *'•• ond ot regulor rot** ihereattsi
"-odium tor oil lutings is 1 doyi bolora publicalion oi 4 00 p.m Friday o*
4 p m it (h« deadline lor lh» tuiidoy edition
C law.l.ed form, or* o.Q.lobl. ot tr-» BO News ofHu, 104 University Hall.

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
NATIONAL STUDtNT EXCHANGE INFORMATION SESSION TODAVm the
Alumni Boom University Union, al S 30
pm Find oul how you can spend al of
pan ol naid year al a school in a different part ol the U S and si* pay
BGSU lurtion or ma in-state (resaJentl
tuition ot youi host school Interested,
put cant maka it to tha meeting? Cal
the Ctr lor Educ Options 1372-0202)
to* more mtormahon
Announcement P8S Video Rebroadcaat
Nuclear Wat the Incurable
Disease Novambe. 11 8 30 P M 140
Overmen Hal Sponsor Bowing Green
Peace Coethon
The Beck Struggle today A Sociaasl
View Friday Nov 12 3 pm Student
Union • Campus Room Hear Mac Warren • National Leader of tha Young
Societal Athene© has been active In the
struggle against racrsm lor the lest 15
MVt
CHOICE-BG's Gay Union meets every
Thursday at 8 15 pm in the Reegtoua
Ed Room ot St Thomas More Thai
weeks activity is Techniques ol
Massage Al welcome1

LOST AND FOUND
ILOSTipart to charm necklace
Gold
snowfteke with 2 charms One green
and red bell and one Hosting heart
Great sentimental value
Carl Sharon
372-3710
Found dorm key al laundrvmat across
trom Harshman 11 -3-82 Cal to identity 353 9935
Lost 11-5-82. man's green waast a
glasses on campus CM 372 5236
REWAR0'
LOST Sharp calculator Mon eve m
pkg lot behind Hanna It was a gilt •
Cal 435-7150 S
LOST Silver plated trumpet in brown
vmyt case
Reward ottered Cal
352 2986
LOST Pair ol gold wire itemed ataaaia
Saturday nite 2-3542

SERVICES OFFERED
Astrology charts drawn & interpreted
Cal 354-1357
ABORTIONS 1 -24 wk lermmanons ap
pts made 7 days
Cal to! tree
1800-362-1205
Expert Typvtg - Reasonable Rates' Cal
352-705 alter 5 pm
ABORTION TOLL FREE
pm 1800-438-8039
Tuckee Typing - collegiate, business.
personal Nancy 352-0809 5th yr
Ful time service
PREGNANT and WORRIED' - FREE
TEST AND HELP ALL CONFIDENTIAL
14191 241-9131
PROFESSIONAL TYPING DISSERTA
TION THESIS ETC 3520635

PERSONAL
Happy 20th Plas. To the greatest
roommate 2 wild girls could aver have
- Gel psyched for many bottles and
session with Mr. 8. Loss ya. Kris 4
Wad
We need a lew good bodleslMr Bo
jangles S FM
104 BODY CONTEST
TONIGHT »104 00 awarded to Best
Male and Female Bodies'

Pre! a lavaker. now a pan' Congratutations to Oemse Stetanec A on her Sigma
CN pmnmg to Mike tUniv oi Ken1)
Love, you OZ Sailers

WFAL Announces Ha Flayer ol The
Week - Mondays 7:004:00 on tha
Wf AL SPOUTS TALK SHOW 0*0 AM

Free Silver Polish. AH lor tha
Asking. Detalla 82.00. Astros Ltd.
7447 Lunitas Lane. Perryaburg.

HEY EVERYONE:
CALL OUR
QWLFIRE0 JACKIE SCOTT 2-47S4
AND WISH HER A HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY.
HEY OG'S - SIGMA CHI'S ARE
PSYCHED FOR OUR WARM-UP WITH
OUR "SWEETHEART" SORORITY!
T.S. BABY -WHO WOULD HAVE
THOUGH THAT THE GIRL WHO
ALMOST DIDN'T GO TO THE PROM
AND WHO MONT GET ANY TIL
SENIOR YEAR WOULD BE SEEING A
WONDERFUL KAPPA SIG' JUST
D0NT GREPPS AT THE TABLE LITTLE ULAND POPPY ARE WATCHING
YOU"
Clean your favorite palnl brush last
and easy without losing shape of
brush bristles. Details 12 00 Astros
Ltd. Perrytburg. Ohio 43551.
Clean Your Gold And Silver Jewelry
Ufce The Jewelers Do For Just
Pennlea. Detalla. t1 00 Astros Ltd.
7447 Lunttas Lane. Perrysburg.
OMoeWt.
Convert Your Automobile Power
Supply For In Home CB Radio Uae.
Details 15.00. Astros Ltd. 7447Lun.tas Lane Perrysburg. Ohio 43551

Mske Your Own Greek Style Cabbage Rolls. Details 81.00 Astros
Ltd. 7447 Lunltss Lane. Perrysburg,
Ohio 43551
SIG EPS Thanks for the Great Tea'Ex
changing t-shvts and spinthe bottle go
together wel Let s do it agam some
time
Low. the Siatters ot KAPPA
DELTA

LSAT
GMAT

Generate a field ol protection
around your windows and doorsDetails 83.00. Astros ltd. 7447 LuiUtas Lena Perrysburg, Ohio 43551.
Maka Your Own Greek Style Salad
Draaalng
Detsils 81 00
Astros Ltd.
7447 Iunitas Una
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
Maka Your Own Greek Style Sana•rich Sauce.
Details 81.00.
Astros Ltd.
7447 lunitas lane

Perryaburg, Ohio 43551

SIGMA NUS THE PAJAMA DATE PARTY IS JUST 2 DAYS AWAY DO YOU
HAVE YOUR PJ'S READY?
THE SIGMA NUS ARE PSYCHED FOR
A CRAZY TIME AT TEH OATE PARTY.
ARE YOUR PJ'S ON OUR MOST
WANTED LIST'
Prevent Sweat And Froat From Inaide Ol Wlndowa Ol Automobiles.
Trucks. Vana, Homes. And Garages Details 81.00. Astros ltd.
7447 Lunitas Una. Perryaburg,

0100 43651.
Receive Free Semplea. Aids, and
Booklets All for the Asking Detalla
SI .00. Aetroe LTD. 7447 Lunitas
I Mia). rSwr|S*>iaTB, ONo 4S6S1.
Receive 113 different magazines
horn National Publishers that offer
no cost subscriptions on a continuing basis Detalla 85.00. Astros Ltd.
7447 Lunitas Lane. Perrysburg.
Ohio 43561.
Rechroma All Metal Items Al Home
without The Uae Of Electricity Or
Tanks Detalla 82.00 Aatros Ltd.
7447 Lunitas Lane. Perryaburg.

Ohio 4*661.

Make your own diode controlled
auxiliary battery tor your car, boat.
van. Oi.ica la also useful to campers and outdoorsman. Detalla 85.00
Astro ltd. 7447 Lunitas Lane. Perryaburg. Ohio. 43551
__
Make Your Own Greek Style Stult
Green Peppere Details 81.00.
Astros Ltd.
7447 Lunitas Una

Perrysburg. Ohio 43561

Remove Mineral buildup In your
auto A truck radiators Details
81.00 Aatroe lid. 7447 Lunitas
Una Perrysburg, Ohio 43551.
Remove Tarnish lorm Silverware,
Sterling. Copper, and Brass In 2 to 3
minutes Detalla 81.00. Astros Ltd.
7447 Lunitas Lane, Perryaburg,
Replete Your Silverware And Silverpiala With Real Silver Does Not
Matter it Hem Been Plated Before Or
Not Details 82.00. Astros ltd. 7447
lunitas Lane. Perryaburg, Ohio

Maka Your Own Greek Style Bakl„. Details 81 00
Astros Ltd.
7447 Lunitas Lane
Perryaburg, Ohio 43551

Make Your Own Greek Style Pita
Bread Sandwich. Details 11.00.
Astros Ltd. 7447 Lunitas Lane. Perrysburg. Ohio 43551.

Don't miss your chance to srlnl
STUDENTS FOR ANIMALS
"SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE RAFFLE"

MISS SAN0Y FEEN: A HAPPY 20th
BIRTHDAY TO THE GIRL WITH THE
STRAWBERRY-BLONDE HAIR AND
THE GLASSES THAT MAKE YOU
LOOK LIKE MY THIRD GRADE
TEACHER. DON'T GET TOO DRUNK
TONIGHT AND DON'T LET ANYBODY
TICKLE YOUR ANKLES. OH YEAH.
DID MIKE SET A NEW RECORD TODAY FOR MOST CARDS RECEIVE0
BY ONE GIRL ON HER BIRTH0AY?

FRENCH KISS We Know What Boys
Like ZBT 11-11-82 7 45 FRENCH
KISS
^__^

Restore Your TV Picture Tube To Hs
Original Brightness. End Costly TV
Picture Tube Reptecements Forever. Detalla 84.0S, Aatros lid. 7447
Lunitas Lane. Perrysburg, Ohio
43551.

AMA Professional Dinner Nov 18
Guest speaker • Lois Nelson from the
Toledo Growth Asaoc B interested,
place name A phone number in OCMB
3071 by II 12 82

Maka Yew Own Greek Style Spinach Pie
Detalla 61.00
Astros Ltd.
7447 Lunitas lane
Perrysburg. Ohio 43551

CONGRATULATIONS TO DELTA 7.ETA
FOR A FANTASTIC JOB IN THE CAN
ORIVEi A VERY SPECIAL THANKS TO
MARYBETH NEDFf CH AND HER CAN
CREWS'

Pause • The Alpha Chi's are reedy to
boogie tonight"1 Gel peyched lor the
warm-up Love the Alpha Chi's Don't
miss you chance lo wlnl STUDENTS
FOR ANIMALS
SOMETHING FOR
EVERYONE RAFFLE"

HAVE FUN. TOM
Eliminate Engine Piston Ring Replacements Forever. Detalla S2.00.
Astros Ltd. 7447 Lunitas Una. Per
rysburg. Ohio 43551.
Eliminate Glare From Windows.
Skylights, Store Windows. And
Windshields. Save Money From
Faded Carpeting And Furniture.
Save Money On Heating And Air
Conditioning Cost. Details S2.00.
Astros ltd. 7447 Lunitas Una. Per-

ryaburg, Ohio 43551.
Eliminate Major Motor Overhauls
Forever Details 52.00. Astros Ltd.
7447 Lunitas Lane. Perrysburg.
Ohio 43581.
Ellmlneta Roaches A Bugs trom
your home effectively
Details
81.00 Astros Ltd. 7447 Lunitas
Lsne. Perrysburg, OMo 43551.
Make Your Own Greek Style Salads
Details St 00
Astros Ltd.
7447 Lunitas Lena
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551

Free letterheeda Samples.
Ail For Tha Asking
Details 81.00
Astros Ltd.
7447 Lunitas Lane

Perrysburg. Ohio 43581

The Brothers ol Alpha Tau Omega wish
Brett Smith a Happy Birthday
Congratulations'
A WARM CONGRATULATIONS IS EXTENDED TO BREET AlKAN AND HIS
FIANCEE ON THEIR RECENT
ENGAGEMENT! (WHERE HAVE YOU
BEEN HIDING HER7) BEST OF LUCKI
DENISE CARRY: I can't lei you how
happy and excited I am to have you as
my BIGIYou are so cute, sweet, nice.
and funny and I know that there are
many great times ahead I want you to
know how spec*! you are to me
You're the beat Big Sa and I love you
lots' Love. La'Merty
SONNY TOBIAS
REMEMBER

118-81

WE

Get the (new) NORMAN single: JWMY
DEAN DIME LOVE NOTES Exclusively
at Finders (catch NORMAN at the
Deal Nov. 24 a Dec 9. UPTOWN Nov.
30) NORMANIA - JUMP ON ITI

43651
Restore Fine Furniture To Its Original Appearanca Detalla $1.00. Astros lid. 7447 Lunitas Lane.

Perryaburg, Ohio 43561.
Restore Your Automobile A Track
Battery To Ha Original Condition.
Details 81.00. Astros Ltd. 7447 lunHas lane, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551.

WANTEDANYONE KNOWING THE
WHEREABOUTS OF THE SIGMA NU
DATE PARTY PLEASE CONTACT J
UNUSUAL
Bridget Coughan You did a super fob
on Parents Banquet Our parents entoyed as the work and preparation you
put into it to make it ao special Keep up
the good work Love your Alpha Chi
sisters
Carolyn Fenton Congratutationa on
your Alpha Chi-Phl Do* Pinning to Mfce>
When is the next step? Beat of tuck to
you A Mike love your AX esHQia
Maka Your Own Ginger Beer Al
Home
Details 81.00
Astros ltd.
7447 lunitas lane
^^Perryst>uro^blo43551^^^^

a els • Bagois • tsageis • Bagels • Bagels • Bagals_.

| so* JACK'S BAKERY 50<

1968 VW BUS BODY EVERYTHING
BUT ENGINE $250 00 ENGINE (BAD
SHORTBLOCK) $60.00 372-2601 or
1-257-3829
^_^_

MKE SHOE SALE CANVAS
LEATHER LAKE ERst SPORTS

Needed Someone to lubfoeae large efficiency apt Winter Semester Must

1M0 MUSTANG 3-OOOB EXCELLENT
CONDITION PHONE 354-2200

2 MALE roommates needed for spring
semealger. drahwashar. CABLE TV.
rent negotiable, please cal 354-1993
University Vaege

BUY YOUR WARM FUZZY-GRAMS IN
UNIVERSITY MALL TODAY!

Wanted 2 female roommates spring
semester dose to campus 2nd A High
cal Enca 352 4062

Getting married? We sell or rent
bridal A bridesmaids gowns - A Wedding Creation 36 Hillwyck Dr. Toledo.
Ohio 1-613-3467 - one block weal of
Raynolda of Hill Ave.
Holiday Inn Happy Hours EVERYDAY,
All DAY, EVERYNIOHT, ALL NIGHT!

AFFLUENT SUBURBAN CLEVELAND
COUPLE. LOVELY HOME. WISH TO
ADOPT NEWBORN CAUCASIAN
8A8Y
ALL EXPENSES PAJO
STRICTEST CONFIDENCE
(216)
382-2703 EVENINGS AND
Wi.fc KENDS

CUSTOMIZED T-SHIRTS ANO
JERSEYS FOR YOUR GROUP OR
ORGANIZATION - LOWEST PRICES FAST DELIVERY CALL JIM 353-7011

1 F RMTE NEEDED 2nd SEM 836 4th
BTWN HIGH A SOUTH COLLEGE
6S80-SEM -FURNISHED CALL
3520759

TONIGHT AT COLLEGE STATION
DOUBLE VISION NIGHT 8PM-10PM
LOCATED IN STADIUM PLAZA

Needed Someone to sublet apt War
throp Terrace Napoleon Rd
One
Bedroom Alter Dec 24 Cal 352-4945

PERSONALIZED MUSICAL
MESSAGES by SINGING GREETINGS
You Give Us the Facts, we write and
saig the song 352-5441

1 m rmt. needed next semester
6450.00eom. 7th St. Call 354-2072

RACHEL - Happy Birthday Congratula
lions on making it to 19 Al your DG
sisters are very happy for ya' Have a
greet night tonight!
FREE Monogrammmg on sweaters purchased at reg price Tnia week only
The Powder Puft 535 Ridge St
All 0AY - All NIGHT TACOS .60 at
SUB-ME-OUICK EVERY THURSDAYII
No Delivery on this speeial.
AAUW Annual Used Book Sale Nov 11
9 am-Bpm Nov 12 9am-4pm Tnnity
United Methodist Church 200 N Sum

must.
The Basoonmarideavers
Balloons, a
message and a song 352-6061
Joe- SM interested in going on National
Student Exchange to the University or
Oregon next year? Don't miss me NSE
aiformation session today at 5.30 p m
si the Alumni Room ol the University
Umon See you there SlepfSsflal

Brownies 1448 E. Wooster
Cookies
3 50'
"ours: MF8 -10 Sat & Sun 9 10 50* J
Bagels e Bagels ♦ Saoels » Bagels » Bagels • BageHs

PHI BETA LAMBDA MEETING
NOVEMBER 14 IN 102 BA. NATIONAL
SERVICE PROJECT WORK.
SUZY'S ZOO THANKSGIVING AND
CHRISTMAS CARDS. STICKERS. GIFT
TAGS AND WOODEN CHRISTMAS
ORNAMENTS. JEANS N'THINGS 531
RldgaSI.
LEVI CORDUROY BAGGIES AND
STRAIGHTS LEGS ARE HERE AT
JEANS N' THINGS!!! 531 Ridge SI

Comin' to
the Sidedoor
This Saturday

- fv+JVfjw*+jv*jv**fjw^rjvfjv\F*JW+++*jww***fj,

STUDENTS FOR ANIMALS
presents its first annual

"SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE RAFFLE"
November 11 & 12 11:00am-2:00pm
Tickets .50 University Union Tickets .50

In Columbus (6141 464-4414
In Cleveland 1216) 361-6643

2 BDRM APT NEAR CAMPUS NICE
AREA AVAIL IMMED CALL DAVID
382-3110

Female roommate needed immediately
113 50 monthly, rent negotiable 10
mar wast from campus Cal Kim
352-0219

2 bedroom duplex - cloae to BGSU
$260 per month — utilities Cal
352-3238 aftr 6 00 pm

Grand Prize: SOUND ASSOCIATES
^
Stereo Disc Washer System ($55.00)
1st Prize: $20.00 Macy's Gift Certificate^ ^(£
PLUS MANY MORE PRIZES!!!

Keep warm this winter' Sublease l
bdrm apl Al utl pd $250 unfurn
Aval Jan 1 Spa membership incl Cal
352-3083
Need a change olpeoe? Me too Subl
my apt. 6 we'll both be happy. 1 Fm.
needed spr. smt. fum. apt. 1 Wx from
campus. 2 bdrms 2 baths Call
353-4421
NICE F0RN. EFF. APT. FOR
SUBLEASE SPRING SEMESTER $150
MO. UTH. INCL CALL 352-0717

Read the
Weekender

MYLES PIZZA PUB
3521504

HELP WANTED
MARKETING REP needed lo sel Spring
Break A Summer-Fall CANOE TRIPS
Earn CASH A FREE VACATIONS! Sat
your own hours' Be your own boss'
You must be dynamic A outgoing Cal
(312)681-1312 - evening eels preferred, or write
PiONEER CANOE A
OUTDOOR ADVENTURES. INC . P O
BOX 1312. Mekose IL 60160

FREE SIX PACK OF
RED
CREAM SODA
with any

12" or Larger PIZZA
(l)One coupon per order
Expires December 1. 1982

FREE V% ORDER 1
OF FRENCH
BREAD PIZZA
COUPON

2 Parakeets for sale Great apt. pels
25.00 takes cage t birds Call Pal
354-2072

ASK FOR IT WHEN ORDERING

WFAL ******

Ph. 352-5166
203 North ITlaln

-DATE EXTENDED TO NOV. 23
-SNACK PROVIDED

ONE COUPON PER PIZZR

pwwosfao

X Acid: Prefix
?7 Finders due
29
told tale
■8 Overlook
»Tristans beloved
B4 Truck part
J7 Techniques
nj i^it back together
42 Wood lor a
oallDa
'
43 Be stubborn,
English style
45 An O'Neill
46 City southeast
of Phoenix
47 Japan, to a native
49 Dawdle
52 Disinclined
54 Author Ludwlg
» Hire

rM-iurki

1 Underground
entrance

2 Behlnd-the-tlmes
person
3 Merge
4 Northern
constellation
5 Mood
6 Tooth
7 Supports
8 Musical hit Irom
London
9 Gaelic
to "
Aforethought," Francis
lies mystery
11 Incensed
12 Certain feline
13 South Texae
mission
70
tu.Ua in tha
sunset..."

25 Curriculum unit,
lor Short
26 Does repertory
work
27 Capital ol Italia
28 Uncles, In
Edinburgh
30 Word with bag
or basket
31 Small bit ol
France
33 "The game
"
34 Play ball
35 River Into the

EXPIRES 11 /30/82

L

$5.00 person $8.00 couple

57 Narrow Inlet
60 Lake in LomBardy
61 French painter
Gaugln
62 Is imminent
64
Impasse
65 "As I was going
to St.
"
66 Bar. by law
67 Not as much as
88 Surrender
69 British weapons

■VOTED BEST PIZZR IN B.C. IMJJBJJBJI

THE
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
5

1982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate
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M
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Hoover or Wilson
Spinners
United (with)
Claws on chair
legs
47 Opposite ol pos.
48 Namesakes of a
Castle
49 Transfer of a type
50 Be dramatic
51 Succotash
Ingredient
53 French dance
56 Heroic poem
58 Wheel hub
58 Unyielding
59 Certain snakea of
North Africa
MTInai-laar
Abbr

1

14

38 Noggin
39
41
44
46

N

Free Delivery
OPEN 4.00 P.m.

SIGN UP AND PAY IN MGMT. OFFICE

ACROSS
1 Sleoelnllfe
6 Spice Irom
nutmeg
0 Isinglass
4 Recipient
5 Glacial ridges
6 Seed capsule
17 Concern lor
Professor Hlgglns
18 D-Day vessels
19 Basalt Ingredient
!0 Little one
!1 Extol

U
P
O

With any pizza with on* or moro Items

ALL YOU CAN DRINK

11 riafall

Columbus * Cleveland
Toledo * Ann Arbor

RMTE NEEDED FOR SPRING SEM.. 2
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS S95 PER
MONTH CALX. 352-6364

***** OPEN BAR *****

!4 Mideast

cmss.s no* FOKMHIT,
SEMINARS HUD Tt AH HOUND

Towne House Apartments 2 bedroomturn-unfurn long 6 short leases
$225 00 and up Rentala. B-7.
363-5891

MANAGEMENT CLUB
HOLIDAY PARTY

DANCE PARTY
"Alien Rock Show'
at the Sidedoor
Dance the
night away
8-Midnight $1

Large 4 bdrm home on N Enterprise
$375 plus uhl immediate occupancy
Cat Broker Realty 353 8881

Apt. Available 12-17-82 Female
wanted $620 semester Campus
Manor 362-1B66

M rmte lor spr semester University
Viage 352-4 746

FOR SALE

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT: BUY A
FALCON PAINTERS CAP. 209
ANDERSON

Grad students, professional • looking
lor 2nd semester housing? Consider a
futy furnished studio. 1 bedroom furnished or unfurnished apartment in
quiet landscaped surroundings lust 8
minutes from campus
Located near
two shopping centers
Spring
semester rental applications are now
being accepted Cal 352 7?45 or visit
Lamplight Court Apartments. 995
South Main Street.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT' Leasing lor
second semester 1 or 2 bedroom
apartment - furnished and unfurnished
$190 or $220 month 352-2276 until
6 3520232 or 352 69g2-eyeMnga

Forest Apartments Reasonable cal
John Newkwe Reel Estate 354-1160
ot 352-6553

Converse Shoe Sale Falcon House
140 E. Wooatar 352-3610

alter 3 00

Val Manor Apartments across from
campus • 2 bdr m all utll. except elec.
Prefer grad. student or faculty
352-2086.

3 roommates needed to share 5
bedroom house with 2 others
SlOO-moe 303 E Merry SI Cloae to
campus Immediate opening avaatabte
Cal 354-1543

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer-year
round. Europe. S. Amer., Australia,
Asia. All Fields $500-11200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free Info. Write IJC Box
52-043 Corona Del Mar, CA 92626

1 S 2 Bedroom Apts
Available
3523841 11.00-3.00 or 354-1120

Apt tor rent 2nd semester 150-month
utilrties included 352-5490

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDEDSprtng
Sam. S105-mo A utitfea close to
campus. Cal 352-6014

JOE BARROS HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY.
GET PSYCHED FOR THE ALPHA PHI
DATE PARTY FRI0AY NIGHT LIVE.
MARGIE

STUDENTS 1 FACULTY We at* have
some race apartments svaaabte Give
us a cal lor al your housing needs
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
336 S
Mam 352 5620

WE HAVE A SELECT GROUP OF 1
ANO 2 BDRM UNITS AVAIL FOR 2nd
SEMESTER FREE HEAT" AVAIL ON
A FIRST COME BASIS Cal Newtove
Management 352 5820

1F roommate spr sem by Mac West
133 a mo no utikties 352-3616

NOV 12 --

Tired ol Roommates' Enfoy peace 5
quasi In our futy furnished studio apt
Sign up now lor 2nd semester or la'-te
advantage of or Fal specials' Char ng
Cross Apts
1017 S
Main St
352-0590

2 BORN APT - CLOST TO CAMPUS SUBLEASE JAN-AUG. 8320-MNTH INCLUDED HEAT, CABLE, WATER.
LAUNDRY FACILITIES. CALL
352-12SS or 372-2001. ASK FOR EVA

Wanted F Rmte needed spr sem . 2
bdr. apt. 2 ful baths, dishwasher, g
Cap!., x-tra closet space, laundry
fadities A more' Pay only rent A electnc Cal 354 3008

$106 80 desty earnings working 1-3
hrs a day at home Your earnings furry
guaranteed in writing For complete
detaas A appacation please send a
SSAE to 0B 2519 A Street. Mid
dkttown. Oho 45042

Students' Coma on down to Ska Zone
and get 8 tokens tor SI 00 w-studenl
ID 132 N Main

******

You owe it to yourself to check out Mid
Am Manor 5 Charles Town Apts cot
352-4380 Sun Thurs
1030-2L30
362-7361 Mon-Frt 6 00-8 00 pm

Apt. sublease starting Jan 1 '83 2
bedroom. -* btocka trom University 1
block fro
town Great for couple or
students $230 per month — elec
deposit requited Cal 352 5091

w/minimum $2.00 purchase & coupon

Expires 11/20/82
2
one coupon per purchase
m Cupcakes
Fudge

Apt to sublet spring semester one
bedroom Hi campus manor Great Cocalion For Waller. S300-mo — utit
CABLE TV ANN 3520083

FOR RENT

Zorro. I hope that I'm your Kappa Sig
crush because you'eR mine. Love.
Ins Devil p.a. please reply.

ALPHA PHI OATE PARTY
WAX YOU SURVIVE?

2 bedroom turnioned apt Heat, water.
Cable TV paid tor A C. parting kol laundry, feceftes. $340.00 mo 352-7182

see to approci.no 352 5994

STOP' WAIT' Don't haul your bicycle
home for the winter Store it here in
BG For only 10 00 BKyde 20 00
motorcycle Futy insured 352-7058
8-5 weekdays

b**+*WWVW>MJV++f+JW++++*++*MAM+*Mi*+^^^r^^^^W+it*S&*/

m

WANTED
Wanted 2 females to sub lease Spring
Sam
cloae to campus, quiet
S495-aem mcl ut« 1 bedroom and kit
Chen Cal 354-2145

ANO

Houses — Apt For Rent 1983-84
school year 1 267-3341

2 men's ten speed blkee 550 00 each
4-pkace bedroom group St30 9-mch
portable TV lor $50 00 ceaaette tape
deck - $45 00 coffee table $20 00 Al
llama in good condition Call
352-5091

GET YOUR FALCON PAINTERS CAP
TODAY! 209 ANDERSON. 372-1215

T-SHIRT SILK SCREENING IF YOUR
NOT GETTING YOUR SHIRTS FROM
JEANS N- THINGS - YOU'RE PROBABLY PAYING TOO MUCH! JEANS
N'
things 631 Ridge St

Ohio 43551.

Cook Greek Spring Lamb Greek
Style
Details tt .00
Astros Ltd.
7447 Lunitas Lane
Perrysburg. Ohio 43551

Free Garden Seed. All for the
asking. Detalla SI.00. Astros Lid.
7447 Lunitas Lane Perrysburg,
Ohio 43551.

Assemble Your Own High Precision
Tachometer For Half The Cost.
Details 85.00 Astros lid. 7447 Lunitas Lsna Paiiysburg. Ohio 43S^1

Free Tobacco Samples. All lor tha
asking Detalla 81.00. Astros ltd.
7447 Lunitas lane, Perrysburg.
Ohio 43551.

WFAL 6B0 AM STATION TO STATION
COLLEGE STATION DOUBLE VISION
NITE CONDUCTORS SPECIALS
EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR TONITE
LOCATED IN STADIUM PLAZA

Make Your Own Greek Style Slufl
Baby Eggplant. Details 81.00.
Astros lid.
7447 Lunitas lane.
Perrysburg. Ohio 43551

Happy 21 at Beth Bauer'How do you do
IT" Love ya - your roomie

Assemble Your Own Metal Detector
Fast And Easy Details 15.00. Astros Ltd. 7447 Lunttas Lane. Perrysburg. Ohio 438.51

Ohio 43651.

STATION TO STATION LIVE WFAL
8t0 AM REMOTE FROM COLLEGE
STATION IN THE STADIUM PLAZA
MON. NOV. 15th!'! LIVE REMOTE'"
BE THERE.

Convert Your Automobile Battery
Power To Energy For Small Appliancea. Details 15.00. Astros Lid.
7447 Lunitas Lane. Perrysburg.
Ohio 43551.

BODY

Are you tired ol the high cost ol
home burglar protection. New device will end the high cost and give
you peace of mind. Details S5.00.
Astros Ltd. 7447 Lunitas Lane Perrysburg. Ohio 43551.
_

Are you a devoted sports fan - Ihe
catch the announcamanl of tha
Player ol The Week only on WFAL W0
AM - SPORTS TALK SHOW EVERY
MONDAY 7:00 -9:00

LADIES Of CHI 0MEQA • GET
PSYCHED THE SNAKES ARE READY
TO PARTY - THE BROTHERS OF
SK1MA NU

Free CookBook All For The Asking
Details St.00
Astros Ltd.
7447 Lunitas Lane
Perrysburg. Ohio 43551

FM
104 NIGHT TONIGHT'
CONTEST MR BOJANGLES

Animal and Pete L. The weatheroutside was frightful, but our ice cream
was Oeaghttul' We. has) to we* quite far
- our singing is now up to per. Baaoona.
puzzles and games m the room, we
want to party with you two again real
soon! Thanks tor a greet time' Luv
your U s M and M
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